The optimal decision rule in the Kiefer-Weiss problem for a Brownian motion Abstract. We investigate an aspect of the construction of logical recognition algorithms -selection of patterns in the set of found patterns in the data. We consider the recognition problem for objects described by binary attributes and divided into two classes. A result of performance the procedure of searching patterns on the training set (a set of input data) is a number of patterns found. The question is to select some patterns from their total number to form a decision rule. That can not only reduce size of the decision rule, but also to improve recognition. One way to make a selection of patterns is select a subset of patterns that are needed to cover all objects of the training sample. This problem is formulated as an optimization problem. The resulting optimization model represents a problem of conditional pseudo-Boolean optimization, in which the objective function and the constraints functions are unimodal monotone pseudo-Boolean functions.
explicit form is required, such a model in which the calculated decisions are justified and based on available data. In this paper we construct a model for decision making which consists of a set of logical rules that describe patterns in a studied phenomenon or a system. The main task is to identify these patterns and lead to a form in which they will be used to construct a decision making model. Identification of pattern on the basis the available set of data is a complex computational task that requires efficient algorithmic support and software implementation. Even so constructed classifiers can effectively solve practical problems [1, 2] , including those in the aerospace industry [3, 4] .
The process of formation of decision rules is accompanied by solving problems of selection of the best alternatives in accordance with some criterion. Formalization of this process in a number of problems in combinatorial optimization generates flexible and efficient algorithm for logical analysis for data classification.
Let us consider the problem of recognition of objects described by binary attributes and divided into two classes Assume that as a result of the patterns search procedures on the training set we found some positive patterns Pi, i=1,…,p, and some negative patterns Nj, j=1,…,n.
The discriminant (decision) function can be given by the expression The algorithms for finding patterns are described in [5] . In particular, that is the algorithms that search patterns by basing on some observation of the training sample. Therefore, as a result of such search a large number of patterns can be recorded, up to the number of training observations. Some of these patterns, however, may coincide. In solving many problems there is a question of selection patterns from the set of all patterns to form a decision rule. That can not only reduce the size of classifier, in some cases that can improve recognition.
The main advantage that the rule-based algorithms provide for solving real-world problems is clarity of the process of recognition on the resulting model for new observations. All identified patterns are presented explicitly. However if the number of these patterns is large (more than 10-15) then the recognition algorithm becomes difficult to interpret. In this regard, let us explore some methods of selection from the total number of patterns discovered. Minimizing the number of patterns Let us introduce the variables that determine whether the pattern presents in the decision function.
One way to make a selection of patterns is select a subset of patterns, which are needed to cover all the training observations [6] . Thus each object of the training sample must be covered by at least one pattern. Using the variables introduced above, this condition can be written as
To improve the robustness of the algorithm the number 1 in the right side of inequalities should be replaced by a positive integer d. In this case, each object of the training sample must be covered by d patterns.
Thus, we have the following problem of minimizing the number of patterns used in the decision rule
The obtained optimization model represents a problem of conditional pseudo-Boolean optimization, in which the objective function and the constraint functions are unimodal and monotone pseudo-Boolean functions [7] . To solve the problem we use the approximation algorithms for the conditional pseudo-Boolean optimization, based on search for the optimal solution among the boundary points of the feasible region [8] .
In order to evaluate the effect of reducing the number of patterns in the final rule on recognition accuracy, a series of experiments was held on recognition and prediction problems. Patterns search was made on the basis of the optimization model [9] , which allows to find the maximum patterns, that is patterns with the highest coverage of observation of a certain class. Each data sample has been divided into two parts: a learning sample and a test sample. On the basis of each observation of the training sample a pattern was found. A comparison of quality recognition decision rules is made. One decision rule is built from the complete set of patterns and another rule from a reduced set obtained by solving the optimization problem described above.
In the experiments we used the following recognition problems [10] : breast-cancer -the problem of breast cancer diagnosis, sample size: 699 observation described by 9 multi-type attributes (80 binary attributes obtained by binarization);
wdbc -the problem of breast cancer diagnosis, sample size: 569 observation described by 30 multi-type attributes (120 binary attributes);
hepatitis -the problem of hepatitis diagnosis, sample size:155 observation described by 19 multi-type attributes (37 binary attributes); spect -data on cardiac computed tomography, sample size: 80 observation described by 22 binary attributes.
The results are shown in Table 1 . As can be seen from the results, the application of a decision rule based on a reduced set of patterns in some problems leads to a slight decrease in recognition quality. But at the same time this accompanied by a significant decrease in the number of patterns to be used for decision making, and that positively affects to clarity of the decision obtained.
Maximizing the separation margin
Another method is to make a selection of such patterns, which when used together will increase the separating ability of the decision rule.
As a criterion for the formation of the decision rule, consider the width of the "separating margin".
for some observation a.
We take into account the presence of outliers that may be present in real-world problems. For this purpose we introduce a variable 
Algorithms for solving such optimization problems are given in [11] .
Decomposition of training sample in identifying patterns
Considered in [12, 13] methods to search for patterns suggest use as a "support" point an observation of the training sample (precedent), a partial overlapping of the properties of which can be found in other observations of the same class. The method described above requires to use a large number of support observations (possibly all observations of the training sample) to obtain patterns, and then to carry out the selection from the found patterns. Consider another method comprising selection of these support objects. The entire set of observations of training sample for a certain class, for example  K , can be divided into groups of observations so that the observations were quite similar in each group:
For this purpose, it can be used the k-means algorithm, as a result of which we obtain a set of centroids k c c c ,..., , 2 1 , so that the following rule holds: These centroids can be used as support observations to identify logical patterns. Described approach can significantly reduce the complexity of the logic recognition algorithm, producing a selection of observations used as support observations when searching for patterns.
Let us consider the results of using this approach in relation to the problem of predicting myocardial infarction complications: atrial fibrillation (AF) and ventricular fibrillation (VF) [14] . To find centroids the k-means algorithm was used in software applications Weka [15] . To search for patterns and estimate the accuracy of the constructed decision rule the software of authors was used.
The sample for the AF problems consisted of 184 positive and 184 negative observation described by 112 multi-type attributes. The number of binarized attributes was 215. For each class 15 centroids was allocated, which were used to search for patterns.
The sample for the VF problems consisted of 80 positive and 80 negative observation described by 112 multi-type attributes. The number of binarized attributes was 200. For each class 10 centroids was allocated, which were used to search for patterns. 10% of observations of the sample were allocated for testing the resulting decision rule. Recognition results are shown in Table 2 . As a result of the decomposition of observations of training sample and the corresponding selection of observations used as support observations for finding patterns, we obtain simplification of the decision rule -the number of patterns used in the final rule decreases in 7-10 times. At the same time for some problems we even observe increasing in accuracy of recognition of test observations.
Conclusion
To summarize, it must be concluded that the selection of logical patterns, produced in accordance with certain criteria, can significantly reduce the number of pattern used in the classifier and simplify the decision rule, only slightly reducing the accuracy of recognition. In solving a number of real-world problems of recognition and prediction, great importance is the interpretability of the obtained solutions and the ability to justify them on the basis of rules and patterns, which, in its turn, are based on precedents in the form of observations in the data sample. Therefore, the use approaches described in this paper is useful for solving such problems.
